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- Tor Browser Launcher on Debian is Broken and SPLC Censorship Regime Hates Tor and FOSS, Boosts Bill Gates [2]
- They Rebrand GNU/Linux as 'Azure' to Make It Sound Like Microsoft is Suddenly Relevant in HPC [3]
- Number of Known Internet Relay Chat (IRC) Networks Grew About 10% Since Freenode's Collapse, Number of Simultaneous Users Globally Around a Third of a Million [5]
- Links 20/11/2021: Blender 2.93.6 and Lots of Politics [6]
- Microsoft-Captured USPTO Doubles the Fines for Patent Applicants That Don't Use Microsoft [7]
- IRC Proceedings: Friday, November 19, 2021 [8]
- EPO: We Support Women and Gay People, But We Also Support People Who Behead Them (in the Interest of Patent Profits) [10]
- For the Second Month in a Row, Almost Half a Million Page Requests Over Gemini Protocol (gemini://) [11]
- Techrights is for Whistleblowers and Suppressed Information Which Other Sites Refuse (or Are Afraid/Shy) to Publish [12]
- 32,000 Blog Posts [13]
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